What’s New
In Kernel Migrator for Exchange 19.2

This document describes the latest enhancements to Kernel Migrator for Exchange 19.2

Introduction

Kernel Migrator for Exchange is a powerful migrator tool which can access mailboxes from Exchange Server (on-site, hosted, inter-forest, intra-forest, online) and migrate them directly to another Exchange Server or Office 365. It supports each version of Exchange Server (including the latest Exchange Server 2019) and Office 365.

With its Pre-migration Analyzer, Kernel Migrator for Exchange helps you in doing preparation for the migration. You can also perform some tasks like mailbox configuration, GAL synchronization, etc.

Latest Enhancements

Kernel Migrator for Exchange 19.2 has the following updates:

- Syncs the mailbox after the migration.
- Enhanced migration of Exchange calendar events, meetings, recurrences, etc. to Office 365.
- Enhanced migration of Office 365 public folder and shared mailbox.
- Enhanced delta migration to sync new mailbox items.
- Enhanced Office 365 tenant-to-tenant migrations.

These new features improve the efficiency and accuracy of Exchange/Office 365 migrations.